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We manufacture highly engineered components and systems for industry equipment climate control (HMS 

climate control division), and for controlled flow of liquid & gasses like high speed pumps and compressors 

(Turbo Power division), as well as customized permanent magnetic motor for industry application (EC motor 

division). HUNTERHEX focus on solving some of the worlds’ greatest engineering challenges sparks our 

passion for innovation and secures our future growth. Our technological expertise creates a more sustaina-

ble future for us all. 



EC Motor Division

EC technology also means that the motors can be controlled, regulated, and are 
thus able to respond flexibly to the performance requirements actually encounte-
red. And that makes a big difference, for nothing is more economical than a unit that 
switches self off when it is no longer needed. 

Another bonus of the electronics is brushless commutation. This allows our EC mo-
tors to operate completely wear-free, so they are much quieter, suffer no dropping 
in performance and have a much longer service life. So, while our customers redu-
ce their electricity bills day by day, at the same time they also benefit from extended 
maintenance interval, which means even greater cost savings for parts and labor. 

Combined with permanent magnetic motor design, our EC motor division would like 
to offer all customers with the highest operation efficiency product up to IE5 level 
to reach ErP2020 regulation. 

Turbo Power Division 

The core technology for rotating machinery is hydrodynamic lubrication bearing 
system, which is obtained when two mating surfaces are completely separated 
by a cohesive film of lubricant. The thickness of the film thus exceeds the combi-
ned roughness of the surfaces. The coefficient of friction is lower than with boun-
dary-layer lubrication. Hydrodynamic lubrication prevents wear in moving parts, 
and metal to metal contact is prevented. Hydrodynamic lubrication requires thin, 
converging fluid films. These fluids can be liquid or gas, so long as they exhibit vis-
cosity. In computer components, like a hard disk, heads are supported by hydrody-
namic lubrication in which the fluid film is the atmosphere. The scale of these films 
is on the order of micrometers. Their convergence creates pressures normal to the 
surfaces they contact, forcing them apart. Now this technology is used for industry 
pumps, centrifugal compressors, expansion machines etc. Also combined with EC 
motor, HUNTERHEX has developed series rotating machinery with no-oil lubrica-
tion, high speed rotating platform which can go up to 200,000+ RPM products. 

OEM Cooling Division 

We focus on electronic cooling for more than 10 years. The cooling solution offer 
contains active cooling with air conditioning technology, free cooling with heat pipes 
technology, free cooling with plate type heat exchanger, liquid cooling with phase 
changing technology etc. All those technologies can be used for IT & telecommu-
nications cabinet cooling, military radar cooling, wind turbine generator cooling etc.
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Adaptable for T3 high temperatures up to 55 C ambient.O

 Using environmental friendly refrigerant R134A.

 Compact product line is a mono-block unit with a plug and play feature 

ensures immediately set up also with flange design for convenient  

through-wall (or cabinet door) mounting.

 Closed loop cooling protects equipment from ambient environment, with 

adjustable indoor temperature set point from 20-40 degree, ventilation not 

recommend any more since the system highest efficiency. 

  Adaptable for T3 high temperatures up to 55°C ambient.



Adaptable for T3 high temperatures up to 55 C ambient.O











































Hunterhex International Ltd
3905 Two Exchange Square

8 Connaught Place
Central

Hong Kong 

Visiting adress:
Unit 1501, The Workstation

43 Lyndhurst Terrace
Hong Kong

HUNTERHEX AB & (Ltd’s)
Östra Storgatan 7

SE 291 32 Kristianstad, Sweden

Sweden Phone: +46 (0)72 6755060 / +46 (0)70 5816424
USA Phone + 1 339 244 2118
UK Phone: +44 798701 3692

Visit us globally www.hunterhex.com – info@hunterhex.com – sales@hunterhex.com
 




